2015 WCMRC Onroad Championship Series Rules
1.

The 2015 series will be run over eight rounds with one worst result (that is, one round) of each
driver being dropped from the championship determination.

2.

Race format will be two qualifying runs and three final runs per round. A minimum of two
qualifying rounds completed on a rain-affected day (when not classified as a rain canceled day)
will be counted as a valid round and points will be awarded according to the results of the two
qualifying runs. Rain canceled days will not be rescheduled and are completely discarded. A
rain canceled day cannot be counted as a dropped round for any driver.

3.

Classes offered will be: TC Modified, TC Stock, TC 21.5 Sportsman, Mini, F1, 1/8e, 1/8gte
and 1/12th scale. A Novice Class will be offered on each race day, subject to satisfying the
minimum number of drivers rule, but will not be eligible for trophies. Cross-entry between all
classes are allowed. Running of classes may be combined at race director’s discretion but points
will be awarded to drivers of each class separately.

4.

Championship points are awarded to participating and eligible drivers for each completed round
of the championship. For a driver to be eligible for points to be awarded for a round, the driver
must have participated in a minimum of one run of the round. Twenty points are awarded to 1st
place of the combined results and one less point is awarded to each subsequent place getters
(that is, 1st – 20 points, 2nd – 19 points, etc). Results calculation is in accordance with
AARCMCC racing formats: the Best Qualifier of the two qualifying rounds counts for
qualifying positions; combined results of the best two of the three finals count for final
positions. Dropped rounds are not used as a count-back in a tie-break situation between two or
more drivers. Tie-break situations are determined by the fastest time of the result of a round
that is not classed as a dropped round. One bonus point is awarded to the Top Qualifier of each
class.

5.

Prizes awarded per class (except for Novice Class) at the conclusion of the championship are:
Trophies for positions 1st to 3rd, and Medallions for positions 4th to 10th.

6.

Racing is run according to AARCMCC rules and/or club rules as appropriate.

